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Abstract

Medicare fraud has been the cause of up to $60 billion in overpaid claims in 2015 alone. Upcoding occurs when a healthcare provider has submitted codes for more severe conditions than diagnosed for the patient to receive higher reimbursement. The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of Medicare and Medicaid fraud to determine the magnitude of upcoding inpatient and outpatient claims throughout reimbursements.

The methodology for this study utilized a literature review. The literature review analyzed physician upcoding throughout present on admission infections, diagnostic related group upcoding, emergency department, and clinic upcoding. It was found that upcoding has had an impact on Medicare payments and fraud. Medicare fraud has been reported to be the magnitude of upcoding inpatient and outpatient claims throughout Medicare reimbursements. In addition, fraudulent activity has increased with upcoding for ambulatory inpatient and outpatient charges for patients with Medicare and Medicaid.
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Introduction

Medicare fraud has been defined by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as submitted or caused to have been submitted, false acquisitions, or misrepresentations of facts that have obtained federal health care payment for which no entitlement would have otherwise existed. In 2011, $2.27 trillion was spent on healthcare, and more than 4 billion health insurance claims were processed in the United States. It has been reported that Medicare lost funds that totaled up to $60 billion by improperly paid use in 2015.

In the United States, Medicare is the health insurance for people ages 65 years or older and End Stage Renal Disease. Also, qualify younger populations with specific disabilities. Medicare Part A has generally covered hospital care, skilled nursing facility care, nursing home care, hospice, and home health services for the beneficiaries. Medicare Part B has paid for a portion of physicians’ visits, some parts of home health care, outpatient procedures, ambulance services, rehabilitation therapy, laboratory tests, and X-rays. Part C is the Medicare Advantage Plan similar to a health maintenance organization that provides extra coverage to the beneficiary such as vision and dental insurance. Medicare Part D is a voluntary benefit for prescription drugs for people with Medicare who receive additional plan availability, enrollment, and financing for prescription drugs.
Medicare fraud has been determined throughout billing for unnecessary procedures, falsified claims or diagnoses, participating in illegal kickbacks or referrals, or providers prescribed unnecessary medication, also known as upcoding. Upcoding occurs when a healthcare provider submits codes for more severe and expensive diagnoses or procedures than the provider diagnosed or performed. A current procedural terminology (CPT) code is a medical code set utilized to describe diagnostic medical and surgical procedures and services that a physician has performed to allow them to bill insurance companies whether commercial or governmental plans. Evaluation and management codes have been used for patient visits for most family physician practices. The American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) reported as “gaming the system” when providers had ASA risk scores. The implementation of an electronic medical record (EMR) has been reported to have improved the efficiency of care and increased the accuracy of diagnoses to patient cases. Furthermore, reimbursements should be accounted for quality, quantity, and complexity of care and eliminated upcoding and under-treatment based on the patients’ conditions. Present on Admission (POA) infections reported the method for determination in administrative data between complications that developed pre-existing to the hospitalization or infections that had been developed throughout the hospitalization.

Bundled payments have been classified as single payments for all services related to a specific treatment or condition and have created incentives for providers to eliminate unnecessary services and reduce costs. The payment system set for the operating costs of acute care hospital inpatients has stayed under Medicare Part A based on a set rate referred to as the prospective payment system (PPS). Under the PPS, each case has been categorized into a diagnosis-related group (DRG) that has a weight assigned to it based on the average resources used to treat Medicare patients in that DRG. Upcoding is a severe problem provoked by employer reimbursement formulae that pay clinicians based on relative value units (RVUs). As a result, clinicians often are concerned that data-based compensation adjustments will lower their pay and thus must be offset by more aggressive coding.

ProPublica examined provider billing patterns for routine office visits in Medicare and found more than 490,000 providers billed the program for standard office visits for at least 11 patients in 2015. Of those, more than 1,250 providers billed for every office visit using the 99215 code, which is only to be utilized for visits that require more intensive examination and often consume more time. Furthermore, 1,825 health professionals billed Medicare for the costliest office visits for established patients approximately 90 percent of the time in 2015.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was established under the joint direction of the attorney general and the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services
HHS, a national Health Care Fraud and Abuse Control Program (HCFAC, or the Program) to coordinate federal, state, and local law enforcement activities concerning health care fraud and abuse. The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of Medicare and Medicaid fraud to determine the magnitude of upcoding inpatient and outpatient claims throughout reimbursements.

**Methodology**

The primary hypothesis of this study was that fraudulent activity has increased with upcoding for ambulatory inpatient and outpatient charges for patients with Medicare and Medicaid. The methodology for this research analysis utilized a literature review of academic sources. The literature review was conducted in three individual stages: 1) developing a search strategy and gathering data for the case study; 2) determining and analyzing the relevant literature; 3) delegating literature to appropriate categories. The five-step approach proposed by Khan et al. was adopted for this research. The approach consists of five necessary steps, which are depicted in **Figure 1**. Formulation of the research question meant the research problem was specified in the questions. Identification of relevant studies included a detailed search of relevant literature that was produced. Assessing the qualities of the studies meant that all studies were analyzed to select the references relevant to fraud, waste, and abuse detected in healthcare.

**Step 1: Literature Identification and Collection**

When conducting this research, critical terms included were: "Medicare" OR "Medicaid" OR "Inpatients" OR "Outpatients" OR "Charges" AND "Upcoding" OR "Fraud" AND "CPT" OR "ICD-10-CM" OR "ICD-10-PCS" OR "Billing" OR "DRG." These keywords were the criteria for inclusion in the study. The electronic databases of Jamia, Elibrary, PubMed, Medline, and Google Scholar were utilized to obtain academic peer-reviewed literature. Following a PRISMA diagram, the search identified 54 relevant citations and excluded articles (n=31) if they did not meet inclusion principles. Articles were included (n=32) if they described access to Medicare fraud and upcoding charges: articles from other sources such as The New England Journal of Medicine and The International Journal of Health Policy and Management (n=11) were also included in this search. These 43 references were subject to full-text review, and these 43 citations were included in the data abstraction and analysis. Only 22 references were used in the results section (see **Figure 2**).

**Step 2: Literature Analysis**

Medicare and Medicaid upcoding has become essential because of its impact on hospitals with inpatient and outpatient charges fraud. Therefore, the literature analyzed focused on the following key areas: Medicare and Medicaid upcoding and fraud: inpatient and outpatient charges; and billing, CPTs, and DRGs affiliated with these charges. In an attempt to collect the most recent data, only
sources from 2008-2021 written in English were used. Primary and secondary data from articles, literature reviews, research studies, and reports written in the United States were included in this research. The literature review included 38 references, which were assessed for information about this research project. W.L., L.N., V.W. conducted the literature search, and it was validated by A.C., who acted as the second reader and double-checked if references met the inclusion criteria of the research study.

**Step 3: Literature Categorization**

The following subheadings were included in the research: Present on Admission Upcoding/Hospital Acquired Infections with Upcoding in Hospitals; Diagnosis Related Group Upcoding in Hospitals; Upcoding with Surgeries and Anesthesia; Emergency Department Upcoding; and Insurance Upcoding in Clinics and Hospitals.

**Results**

**Present on Admission/Hospital-Acquired Conditions with Upcoding in Hospitals**

Medicare legislation has been directed at improving patient care quality by stopping reimbursement of hospital-acquired conditions; however, this policy has been undermined because providers still upcoded diagnoses for higher reimbursement. One study estimated that 10,000 out of 60,000 claims were reimbursed for POA infections, and 18.5 percent of claims were upcoded hospital-acquired infections, costing Medicare $200 million. Another article reported that POA infections had decreased reimbursement in facilities when the DRG and regulatory steps did not meet specific criteria, which prompted hospitals to upcode to increase reimbursement.

CMS has created a POA indicator used on all claims that involved Medicare inpatient admissions to general inpatient prospective payment system acute care hospitals. Table 1 displays the indicators, description, and payment for POA factors healthcare facilities have used to report hospital-acquired infections throughout stays. If the patient’s diagnosis was present at the time of inpatient admission and the code was Yes (Y), CMS paid for the complication/comorbidity (CC) or significant complication/comorbidity (MCC) diagnosis. If the diagnosis was not present at the time of inpatient admission and the code was No (N), CMS did not pay for the CC or MCC diagnosis. Also, if documentation was insufficient and marked Unknown (U), CMS did not pay for the diagnosis, and if the POA was clinically undetermined and marked Undetermined (W), CMS paid for the CC or MCC diagnosis.

In 2012, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) reported an estimate that 13.5 percent of Medicare beneficiaries hospitalized in October 2008 experienced adverse events, and hospital coders incorrectly reported 3 percent of 5,941 present on admission indicators, which has resulted in at least one incorrect indicator on each of the claims. If the hospital upcoded the diagnosis code with
established complications for the patient, the hospital received an average of $6,398.27

**Diagnosis-Related Group Upcoding in Hospitals**

Some scholars have determined that hospitals have responded by recommended types of admission and treatment plans.28 *Figure 3* displays the probability of upcoding with chronic conditions in Medicare with fee-for-service versus Medicare Advantage plans by the probability of the patient being coded with a chronic condition comparable to the patient’s age.

In 2016, Nie, Mattke, Predmore, and Liu reviewed the likelihood of upcoding for high anesthesia risks and sleep apnea from 2005 to 2013 as upcoding a patient at a high risk ensured increased payment of the claim. They found that Medicare reported paying steadily for medical qualifying high-risk procedures. 29 Furthermore, the ASA risk score increased from 2.9 percent in 2005 to 13.2 percent in 2013. The proportion of patients’ risks increased from 11.6 percent to 18.9 percent and high-risk anesthesia increased from 11.6 percent to 18.9 percent. Sleep apnea patients increased from 8.8 percent to 20.8 percent throughout the same period. Also, upcoding could be determined throughout this study with gastrointestinal endoscopy procedures and anesthesia. Furthermore, these researcher reported the extreme progression of pulmonary disease, and sleep apnea to increase revenue within the period: *Figure 4* describes the upcoding with high anesthesia charges, pulmonary disease, and sleep apnea to increase revenue.30

In 2014, Duke University settled for $1 million in lawsuits for unbundled cardiac and anesthesia services that had been performed together.31 A case reviewed upcoding cardiology in Florida, in which the physician was performing unnecessary tests that he knew Medicare would pay more for.32 Dr. Asad Qamar received $18.2 million in 2012 with reimbursement from Medicare, which was reported higher than other cardiologists in the US, as the second-highest total was $4.5 million in reimbursement.33

**Diagnosis-Related Group Upcoding in Hospitals**

Some scholars have determined that hospitals have responded by encouraging types of admission and treatment plans.34 Geruso and Layton reported that, in 2014, upcoding could have cost Medicare $10.5 billion, or $640 per Medical Advantage enrollee.35

**Emergency Department Upcoding**

From 2001 to 2009, Pitts reported that emergency department discharge patients have increased by 18 percent annually, but Medicare patients discharged had decreased, with 38 percent of Medicare emergency department patients younger than 65 years old and 19 percent of ED patients of age for
In 2008, Baylor Medical Center reported to bill eight out of 10 Medicare patients for the two most expensive levels of treatment in the emergency room; and from 2001 to 2008, the use of the top expensive codes for ED visits doubled from 25 percent to 45 percent, and most cases reported the patients were not life-threatening cases. Furthermore, increased emergency room Medicare billing with more than $1 billion was added to taxpayers’ costs.

High-intensity ED visits in non-federal acute care hospitals for elderly beneficiaries grew from 45.8 percent in 2006 to 57.8 percent in 2012, and the most frequently used code was 99285, which was a level five visit, the highest, most comprehensive, and expensive visit for an emergency room. Ahlman et al. 2018 reported five E&M codes for emergency department services depending on the complexity of the visit. The procedure 99285 has been a high-level emergency department visit code for evaluating and managing a patient, which requires comprehensive history, comprehensive examination, and comprehensive medical decision-making. In addition, CPT 99285 represented 39.7 percent in 2006 and 49.4 percent in 2012.

The use of CPT 99281, which is described as an emergency department visit for the evaluation and management of a patient and required three components: a problem-focused history, problem-focused examination, and straightforward medical decision making, increased from 5.0 percent in 2006 to 7.6 percent in 2012. Burke et al. also reported an observation of a decrease in low-intensity CPT code use, which were 99281 and 99282 CPTs for low-complexity visits. Kliff reported that in 2009, 50 percent of ED facility fee charges were for level four and five codes, which rose to 59 percent of the codes used in 2015.

Columbia Hospital Corporation admitted filing false claims to Medicare and other federal programs and reported to pay $1.7 billion in 2000 and 2002 for criminal fines and penalties with the US Department of Justice.

Insurance Upcoding in Clinics and Hospitals

The Tenet Healthcare Corporation reported fraudulent charges in 2006 for $900 million that resulted from assigned incorrect diagnosis codes to Medicare and Medicaid specifically to increase reimbursement, which is a more severe diagnosis than what the patient would actually have. An example of the diagnosis upcoding would be a patient coming in for a cough and fever and the physician assigning J18.9 (pneumonia) when the patient has not been tested for this diagnosis. Also, a psychiatrist was fined $400,000 and was permanently excluded from taking part in Medicare and Medicaid. The psychiatrist billed insurance for 30-60 minutes sessions, but they were only 15-minute sessions. Medicare has paid E&M codes for new patients at higher rates than established
patients, and upcoding has occurred with Medicare when the provider has billed an established patient office visit with a new patient evaluation and management code.\textsuperscript{48}

It was discovered that the AmeriGroup in Illinois fraudulently skewed enrollment into their Medicaid HMO program by refusing to register pregnant women and individuals with preexisting conditions. Under the False Claims Act and the Illinois Whistleblower Reward and Protection Act, AmeriGroup paid $144 million in damages to Illinois and the US government and $190 million in civil penalties.\textsuperscript{49} Medicare and Medicaid fraud was estimated in 2014 to range from $82 billion to $272 billion and involved spending $1.4 billion to account for it.\textsuperscript{50}

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of Medicare fraud to determine the magnitude of upcoding inpatient and outpatient claims throughout Medicare reimbursements. The result of this literature review suggests that fraudulent activity has increased with upcoding for ambulatory inpatient and outpatient charges for patients with Medicare and Medicaid.

In 2009, Garrett reported that when DRG and other regulatory steps did not meet specific criteria, physicians were prompted by the hospital to upcode diagnoses and CPT codes in order for them to keep their high reimbursement. Garrett also reported that hospitals had faced penalties when the reimbursement quota was not met; in addition, the physicians kept upcoding.

In 2018, the National Bureau of Economic Research reported that specific diagnoses were considered more profitable, and hospitals responded by suggesting types of admission and treatment plans that have increased these diagnoses. In 2014, Geruso and Layton examined that upcoding had cost Medicare $10.5 billion, or $640 per Medicare Advantage enrollee; but since the deflator was applied uniformly, upcoders retained a large share of their charge.

In addition to upcoding to avoid penalties, the results showed it was up to physicians to classify the patient’s status within the coding system. For example, Nie et al. reported an increase of upcoding a patient’s status to ASA high risk to receive higher Medicare reimbursement, and a study determined anesthesia claims had been upcoded to high ASA risk when the patient was not high ASA risk. Pitts also found similar results of high-risk anesthesia upcoding as well as upcoded CPT code ED visits.

Procedure code 99285 was found to be more commonly used because it was coded as a high level (level five) emergency department visit for evaluation and management or a patient that required comprehensive history, examination, and medical decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{51} This procedure code was used more frequently than CPT code 99281, which was for low complexity visits, due to the fact it was a higher intensity and coded the evaluation as high compared to low so the physicians and facility could have a higher reimbursement rate. Newman explored a hospital that openly admitted filing false claims to Medicare and other federal programs by billing the highest CPT code, which
was a level five, for the claim, and found the hospital at fault of fraudulent billing. CMS has stated that upcoding CPT codes for patients as “new patients” have been reported to provide higher reimbursement; therefore, providers have changed their code to a new patient incorrectly to receive higher reimbursement.\textsuperscript{52}

Upcoding has been one of the most expensive and pervasive examples of healthcare fraud. Between 2002 and 2012, it was one of the costliest publicly funded medical assistance programs with an estimated $11 billion. These are not victimless crimes, as they place unnecessary strain on a social safety net that many millions of individuals rely on for their essential medical needs.

**Limitations**

This research study was not conducted without limitations. This literature review was restricted due to search strategies such as distinguishing between keywords, the number of databases accessed, or the sources used, which might have impacted the quality and availability of the research. Also, research and publication bias were a limitation during this study.

**Practical Implications**

Continual participation with Medicare, Medicaid, and inpatient and outpatient facilities throughout the coming years will provide more data for the future. The reporting measurements have contributed to a lower quantity of fraudulent claims in outpatient and inpatient settings. Further research should include analysis of claims data against provider documentation/coded data to determine the extent of upcoding in inpatient and outpatients claims throughout Medicare and Medicaid reimbursements.

**Conclusion**

Upcoding Medicare claims to receive higher reimbursement has shown an increase in payments from Medicare. This review has ascertained that upcoding has occurred too often throughout healthcare practices, suggesting CMS fraud and abuse. Continuous training must be performed to healthcare providers to avoid engaging in upcoding. In addition, the current reward system to encourage whistleblowers to disclose this type of fraud should be promoted within the healthcare and patient community.
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